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Shortly after taking office, President Barack Obama’s secretary of education, Arne Duncan, 
acknowledged that America’s public school system is broken.  “It’s obvious the system’s 
broken,” he said. “Let’s admit it’s broken, let’s admit it’s dysfunctional, and let’s do something 
dramatically different, and let’s do it now. Let’s fix the thing.” 

Why are America’s public schools failing? Why, after more than a quarter century of perpetual 
reform, has the nation been unable to bring real change to public education? While a complete 
answer, of course, would be very complicated.  But at the heart of it lies the power of the 
teachers unions -- the National Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers, 
and their state and local affiliates.   

I don’t say this out of some sort of anti-union ideology. I say it as an objective description of 
the reality, backed by an enormous amount of data.  Union power has created insurmountable 
problems for effective schools.  

Why has this happened?  Partly, it’s because the teachers unions are by far the most powerful 
groups in American education.  More than that, they are special interest groups, which 
means that they use their power to promote the special interests -- the job interests -- of their 
members.  They are not in the business of representing the interests of children, and no one 
should expect them to do that. 

The purpose of a union is to represent the job interests of its members -- and these interests 
are simply not the same as the interests of children. How, then, do they pursue these job 
interests?  They do it in two ways.

The first is through collective bargaining, which takes place in local school districts.  Through 
collective bargaining, the unions are able to win countless restrictive work rules, written into 
binding contracts that specify how the schools must be organized. Typically, for example, 
these contracts include salary rules requiring that teachers be paid entirely on the basis of 
seniority and credentials, without any regard for whether their students are actually learning 
anything.  

Often, these contracts also include seniority rules that allow senior teachers to take desirable 
jobs when they come open -- even if these teachers are mediocre in the classroom or a bad 
fit for the school. There are also seniority rules requiring that, in layoff situations, excellent 
young teachers must be let go -- automatically -- and their senior colleagues must be kept on 
no matter how incompetent they may be.  Labor contracts are just filled with these kinds of 
perverse rules. No one who’s thinking only of what is best for kids would ever organize the 
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schools in this way.  Yet this is how America’s schools are actually organized.

The other way teachers unions shape the public schools is through the political process -- where 
they simply have far more clout than any other education groups, by many orders of magnitude.  
They have over four million members, they’re top contributors to political campaigns, they 
have armies of activists in the electoral trenches, they have lobbying organizations in all fifty 
states, and much more. 

They have used this political clout to block or substantially weaken major reforms.

For decades, for example, reformers have tried to bring accountability to America education, 
but the unions have stood in the way.

They’ve opposed using test scores to measure teacher performance.  They’ve opposed 
performance-based pay.  They have even opposed moving bad teachers out of the classroom.  
As a result, there are rarely any consequences for low performance -- no one’s pay suffers, no 
one loses a job.  We have accountability systems in which no one is actually held accountable 
when kids don’t learn.

The unions have also fiercely opposed the second major reform movement of our time: the 
movement for school choice -- which seeks to give families new options, to empower them 
to leave bad schools, and to give the regular public schools stronger incentives to improve.  
Here, too, the unions fight for their members, not for students and their families, in this case 
because school choice allows children -- and thus money and jobs -- to leave the schools 
where union members teach.  

Indeed, the unions are so opposed to choice that they fight to defeat it even for the poorest 
kids trapped in the nation’s worst schools.  As a result, after decades of reform efforts, only 
4% of public school kids are in charter schools, and less than 1% receive government funded 
scholarships for private schools.

But here’s what it comes down to.  The teachers unions have used their power from the 
bottom up, through collective bargaining, to burden the schools with organizations that are 
literally not designed to be effective.   And they’ve used their power from the top down, through 
politics, to stand in the way of accountability, choice, and other major reform efforts.  

As Arne Duncan well expressed, the nation is fully aware that it has a problem with its public 
schools.  But the main reason that problem persists is that there’s another problem, a more 
fundamental one that prevents real change and improvement -- the problem of union power.  
Until the nation is able to recognize that problem -- and do something about it -- America’s 
public schools will never be organized to provide kids with the most effective education 
possible. 

I’m Terry Moe, Professor of Political Science at Stanford University, for Prager University.
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